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The inference problem for languages is generalized, and a solution to this more general 
problem of inference for the regular tree languages (or bilanguages) is given, first as 
recognizers and then as generators (grammars) deduced from them. The solution makes 
use of the Pair-Q&C notion of homomorphism of binoids and permits the synthesis of a 
class of inference algorithms, which this paper studies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Inference for Languages 
The inference problem for languages was stated by Chomsky in 1957 and since that 
time has been studied by several authors, e.g., [1, 5, 121. The idea is to find an algorithm 
which, from a given finite sample of sentences, determines a language containing these 
sentences and their “natural” generalizations in some way. 
This can be formulated by giving to the algorithm an infinite se-e of sentences, 
cdl ) cc2 ,..., an )... . After receiving the finite sample 0~~ , 01~ ,..., CX,,  the algorithm chooses, 
from a given class, a language L, containing the sample. If, after some n, L, always 
remains the same language L’, the algorithm is said to be conw,ergent for the given sequence, 
and L’ is said to be inferred from the sequence. In the more general case, L’ includes, but 
is not equal to, the language L exactly comprised of the sentences of the given sequence. 
If L’ == L, L is said to be identijable in the limit by the inference algorithm. 
In fact, the algorithm determines some finite representation of the languages L, . 
There are for that two important possibilities: to determine recognizers or generators 
(especially grammars: one speaks of grammatical inference). 
The idea behind the inference algorithms is quite simple: retain some “common charac- 
teristics” of the words of the given sequence; the inferred language consists of all the 
words having these characteristics. 
To give a simple example, one can infer “local regular languages”1 by retaining as 
characteristics the first and last letters, and the pairs of consecutive letters, in the words 
* An abridged version of this paper was presented at Madrid in May 1975 at a symposium 
organized by the Universitad Autonoma and the IBM Research Center of Madrid. 
r A local regular language is defined by two seta B and E of letters and a set P of pairs of letters: 
it is the set of words al *** a,wheren> l,aI~B,a,~E,and(ai,ai+,)~Pforl <i<n-1. 
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of a sample. The language L, associated with a sample consists of the words having the 
same first letter, and the same last letter as words in the sample, and in which each pair 
of consecutive letters is a pair of consecutive letters in some word of the sample. The 
alphabet being supposed finite, L, always remains the same after some n: the algorithm is 
convergent. If, for example, the given sequence consists of the words 
the inferred language is 
aPb*q for p > 0, q > 0 
L’ = {apbq 1 p > 0, q > 01. 
It is the least local language which includes the given sequence. The language 
L = {apb2q j p > 0, q > O> 
is not identifiable in the limit by this algorithm. 
It is intuitive (and was shown by Gold) that the languages of any class containing all 
finite languages and at least one infinite language cannot all be identifiable in the limit 
by a given inference algorithm: such is the case for the class of regular languages as well 
as for that of context-free languages. To ideltify them, it would be necessary to give not 
only a sequence of the sentences of the language, but also a sequence of nonsentences. 
The inference problem for regular languages was studied by Biermann and Feldman 
[l]; their solution constructs a finite state automaton which recognizes the inferred 
language. 
1.2. Structural Inference 
Crespi-Reghizzi [5] gives as input to the inference algorithm not words but structural 
descriptions of words, i.e., bracketed words generated by the parenthesis grammar 
(McNaughton [14]) of the given grammar. For example, for the grammar 
S-+a*S/a 
the parenthesis grammar is 
S + [a * Sl I [aI 
and the structural description of the word 
is 
a*a*a 
[a * [a * Ml1 
which can also be viewed as the “unlabeled derivation tree” in Fig. 1. 
Crespi-Reghizzi infers a context-free grammar by labeling the given trees, He especially 
studies the case of operator precedence grammars (Floyd [9]) and labels each node by the 
pair of sets of terminals found leftmost or rightmost in successive derivations below it in 
the tree: in the example, the three-branch nodes are each labeled by ({Q}, {*, a}) and the 
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one-branch node by ({u}, {a}); this leads to a quite acceptable grammar. The algorithm 
converges if, after some time, no new production is found. The obtained grammars are 
some operator precedence grammars, called “homogeneous and free,” and the languages 
identifiable in the limit are some operator precedence languages, those generated by a 
“free” grammar. 
0 * 
” a * 
a 
FICURB 1 
1.3. Infeence for Tree Languages 
This idea can be generalized by giving as inputs partially labeled derivation trees: 
some nodes may be labeled and others not, or, for a programming language, each node 
can be labeled by “expression” or “statement,” without any information as to the kind 
of expression or statement, etc. In effect, this generalization is inference for tree languages, 
also called bilmrguage [ 151. 
The set of derivation trees generated by a context-free grammar, the set of the structural 
descriptions, a set of partially labeled derivation trees considered above are regular 
biknrgugages studied by Pair and QuCrC [ 151. 
This paper studies the inference problem for regular bilanguages, which includes 
Crespi-Reghiizi’s problem as a particular case. 
2. REGULAR BILANGUAGES 
A regular language is a language recognizable by a finite automaton. More generally, 
for an arbitrary algebraic structure a regular set can be defined as recognizable by an 
automaton defined by this structure [7]. 
For trees, which we allow to be multirooted, two operations are natural: 
-concatenation, denoted by +: Fig. 2 shows the result of concatenation of a 
doubly rooted tree t and a singly rooted tree U, giving a triply rooted tree t + U; this 
concatenation is associative, but is noncommutative: we think of these trees as “oriented 
from left to right.” 
-rooting by an element of the labeling alphabet: Fig. 3 shows the result of rooting 
the tree t in Fig. 2 by the letter A: it is denoted by A x t; the operation x is an external 
law of composition. 
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FIGURE 3 
We consider trees the leaves of which are labeled by elements of a “terminal alphabet” 
T and the remaining nodes by those of a “nonterminal alphabet” N: N is the set of 
operators of the external law X. The set of these trees is called fl(T). Every tree is 
obtained from T by a finite number of concatenations and rootings by elements of N. 
For example, (Fig. 2), with the convention of priority of x over + : 
t = A x (a + C x b) + B x (B x (c + c) + b), 
An N-bin&d is a set B together with an associative internal operation + and an external 
operation x from the Cartesian product N x B into B. fi(T) is an N-binoid, called the 
free N-binoid on T. 
8(T) can be characterized by the following system: 
(1) UE T 3 a&(T); 
(2) t, u E fl( T) =a t + u&(T); 
(3) t E fi(T) a (VA E N)(A x t E fi( T)); 
(4) nothing else belongs to a(T). 
In the sequel we will make use of the Principle of Recursion in G(T): 
Let pr be a unary predicate with argument in a(T). If 
(1) pr(a) is true for all a E T, 
(2) 0’6 ZJ E G(T)) (p(t) and ~(4 * pr(t + u)), and 
(3) (Vt E fi(T))( p+) 2 (VA E N)P+ x t)), 
then p(t) is true for all t E a(T). 
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Moreover, mappings with domain fi( T) can be dejned by recursion. We give two simple 
examples: 
First the root-word of a tree: it is an easy notion; for example, in Fig. 2, 
-the root-word of t is p(t) = AB, 
-the root-word of u is p(u) = B. 
The root-word function p is a mapping from fi( T) into the free semigroup (IV LJ T), 
defined recursively as: 
f(a) = a for aET; PO + 4 = f(w4 for t, u E fi(T); 
p(A x t) = A for A EN, t E I?(T). 
Next, the leaf-word of a tree; again using the example of Fig. 2, the leaf-word of t is 
dt) = abccb. More precisely, the leaf-word function T is defined recursively on -fl( T) as: 
v(a) = a for a E T; dt + 4 = 540 P(U) for t, u E &T(T); 
?(A x t) = v(t) for t E fi( T). 
A subset of N(T) is a bilunguage. 
An important class of bilanguages consists of those which are recognizable by a finite 
binoid automaton. A finite binoid automaton has a finite set of states, S, which is a 
binoid, and computes in S a “+, x ” expression analogous to that of the input tree, 
leading to a final state; otherwise stated, it scans the tree bottom up and, for example, 
left to right associating a state with each node according to the + and x operations 
in S. More precisely, let us define an N-binoid homomorphism h from R(T) into an 
N-binoid S as a mapping h such that 
h(t + u) = h(t) + h(u), h(A x t) = A x h(t) 
for t, u in G(T) and A in N. We remark that h is uniquely defined by its restriction on T. 
EXAMPLES. (1) S is the set of integers, with + as ordinary addition and x defined by: 
AxN=n+l for each A E N. 
Moreover h(a) = 1 for a E T. Then h(t) gives the “size” oft. 
(2) The root-word function p is a homomorphism from 8(T) into (N u T)+ with 
concatenation as the operation + and the operation x defined by 
Axar=A for AEN and aE(NuT)+. 
DEFINITION 1. A bilanguage L in &(T) is regular iff there exist a finite binoid S, a 
homomorphism h from R(T) into S, and a subset S’ of S such that L = h-l(3). 
An example of a regular bilanguage in fi( T) is the set of trees the “size” of which is odd: 
here, S = (0, I} with + as addition modulo 2, A x 0 = 1 and A x 1 = 0 for each 
A EN; h is defined by h(a) = 1 for a E T, and S’ = (1). 
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We have thus given a definition of regular bilanguages in terms of recognition. We shall 
give a characterization in terms of grammars. For this, we need some definitions. 
We first define the generation of a tree by a context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, X) 
where N is the nonterminal alphabet, T the terminal alphabet, P the set of productions, 
and X the axiom set.2 The bilanguage P(G) generated by G is the least subset of fi(T) 
such that: 
- T is included in 9(G), 
---if t E Z(G) and u E 9(G), then t + u E Z(G), 
-if t E Z(G) and A + p(t) is a production, then A x t E 9(G). 
Otherwise stated, Z’(G) is the set of derivation trees of G, irrespective of the axioms. 
As was the case for A(T), we can also state a principle of recursion in Z(G): 
Let pr be a unary predicate with argument in 9(G). If 
(1) pr(a) is true for all a E T, 
(2) (Vt, u E Y(G))( pr(t) and pr(4 - pr(t + 4 and 
(3) (Vt E Z(G)) (A -+ p(t) E P andpr(t) =P pr(A x t)) 
then pr(t) is true for all t E 9(G). 
This is a consequence of the principle of recursion in a(T) applied to the predicate 
“t E Z(G) 3 pr(t).” 
The bilanguage Y(G) strictly generated by G is the subset of -Y(G) consisting of the 
trees t such that p(t) E X. 
Finally, we shall define a trumcription as a mapping from a free binoid a(T) into 
another one &‘(T’) changing the labels according to a mapping from N into N’ and T 
into T’. For example, the transcription changing all the nonterminals into the same 
symbol o (that is N’ = {u}) and leaving the terminals unchanged, maps the derivation 
trees of a grammar into the structural descriptions of 1.2 (Fig. 4). 
FIGURE 4 
More precisely, let T be a mapping from N into N’ and T into T’. We extend this 
mapping to l?(T) by defining: 
’ We use somewhat generalized context-free grammars: there is a set of axioms which is a regular 
language, and the set of productions may be infinite, such that the production right sides of each 
A E N form a regular language. 
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T(t) = T(U) for t = aE T, 
T(t + u> = T(t) + T(U) for t, II fz a(T), 
T(A x t) = T(A) >< T(t) for 9 E iV, t E 8(T). 
The mapping 7: fi( T) + i?( T’) as defined above is said to be a transcn~tim. 
Then the regular bilanguages are exactly those which are strictly generated by the 
(generalized) context-free grammars or deduced from them by transcriptions: 
THEOREM 1 (PAIR-QuJM). A bdungwge L in a(T) is regular iff there exist agrammav 
G = (N’, T’, P’, X’) and a transcription TfYOm A’( T’) into 8(T) such that L = 7(9’(G)). 
In particular, the structural descriptions of a context-free grammar G constitute a 
regular bilanguage. Moreover the “partially labeled derivation trees” introduced in 1.3 
can be more precisely defined as deduced from the derivation trees by a transcription. 
3. THE INFERENCE PROBLEM FOR REGULAR BILANGUAGJZS 
We have to specify what result we want to identify a regular bilanguage L. Definition 1 
and Theorem 1 give two possibilities: 
(i) Find a recognizer, i.e., a finite N-binoid S, a mapping from T into S defining 
a homomorphism h from a(T) into S, and a subset S’ of S, such that L = h-‘(S’). 
(ii) Find a generator, i.e., a context-free grammar G and a transcription 7 such that 
L = 7(9(G)). 
We shall see in Section 5 that problem (ii) can be solved from a solution of problem (i), 
which is studied first. 
4. INFERENCE OF A RECOGNIZER FOR A REGULAR BILANGUAGE 
The problem is: given a regular bilanguage L in a(T), find a finite N-binoid S, a 
homomorphism h from fl(T) into S, and a subset S’ of S, such that L = h-l(S’). 
We have said that the idea behind the inference algorithms is to retain some “common 
characteristics” of the trees of the given sequence; the bilanguage identified consists of 
the trees having these characteristics. To facilitate the computation of the characteristics 
and to get a definition of the hind sought, these characteristics will be determined from 
a given homomorphism h, from B(T) into a given (generally infinite) binoid S,, . 
We retain the set of images under h,, of the given trees, as being the set of possible 
images for the identified bilanguage, and also the set of images of the factor s&trees, i.e., 
the subtrees which are rooted in a tree: for example, in Fig. 5, a + b + 3 x (c + d) and 
c + dare these factor subtrees. We define the factor subtrees by recursion in the following 
way: the set Ft of the factor subtrees of a tree t E Iv(T) is F,, = lz~ (the empty set) for 
a E T, FM = Ft v Fit, FAXt = Ft u (t}. 
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FIGURE 5 
The identified bilanguage, then, will consist of the trees having the same image 
yielded by h, as a tree of the given sequence, and of which every factor subtree is trans- 
formed by ha into the image of a factor subtree of the sequence. 
More precisely, an inference algorithm of this kind is determined by an arbitrary 
binoid S, and an arbitrary mapping h, of T into S,; h, is uniquely extended into a homo- 
morphism from a(T) into S,, . For example, S,, may be a free semigroup (giving con- 
catenation as internal operation +) together with an external law on N: in this case, an 
element s of S,, has only a finite number of parts, i.e., elements sr such that there exist s2 
and sa for which s = sa + sr + s, or s = s2 + sr or s = sr + sa or s = sr . We suppose 
this property in the general case.3 
Given a tree sequence t, , t, ,..., t, ,..., let us consider the set S, of the images under h, 
of the factor subtrees oft r ,..., t, and the set S,’ of the images oft, ,..., t, . If, after some n, 
S, and S,’ remain fixed sets S, and S’, respectively, the algorithm is convergent. We 
obtain a finite binoid S by taking the set of parts of the elements of S, u s’, adding to it a 
new element 0 and defining two laws + and x from the laws @ and @ of the given binoid 
So: 
-s+s’=ifs#Oands’#Oands@s’~Sthens@s’elseO; 
-forAEN,A xs=ifs~S,andA@s~SthenA@selseO. 
A homomorphism h from fl( T) into S is defined by 
44 = ho@) for aGT. 
The inferred bilanguage is h-l(S’), determined by the triple (S, h, S’). 
EXAMPLE. For Crespi-Reghizzi’s algorithm in the case of structural inference of 
operator grammars, S, is the free semigroup on the alphabet of possible labels of trees: 
this alphabet is the union of T and of the set 2T x 2T of pairs of subsets of T. In this case 
N = {u} and, intuitively, h, transforms a tree, u x t, with one root, into an ordered pair 
of subsets of terminals, viz., the pair of sets of terminals which appear leftmost (rightmost 
resp.) in a “cut” oft. More precisely, 
h,(a) = a for a E T, 
hdt + 4 = ho(t) h&4 (concatenation), 
h,(o x t) = u @ h,,(t) is a pair (1, r) of sets of terminals 
depending only on h,(t): 
3 This hypothesis can be removed by slightly changing the inference algorithm, considering not 
only the image of the given trees and of their factor subtrees, but also the image of “all their sub- 
trees.” 
.571/x6/1-8 
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-if h,(t) begins with a terminal a, 1 = (a}; 
-else h,(t) begins with a pair (l’, Y’); from the definition of operator grammars, 
the second letter, if any, of h,(t) is a terminal a; then 1’ = 1’ u {a}; 
-if h,(t) ends with a terminal b, Y = {b}; 
-else h,(t) ends with (1”, Y”) and the next to the last letter, if any, 
of h,(t) is a terminal b; then Y = Y” u {b); 
-for the special case where h,(t) = (I’, Y’), 1 = 1’ and Y = Y’. 
Otherwise stated, the law @ is such that: 
UOP =(l,y) where 1 = {a) if p begins with a E T, 
1 = 1’ if p = (l’, Y’), 
1 = 1’ u {a> if p begins with (I’, ~‘)a, 
r = {b) if TV ends with b E T, 
Y = Y’ if p = (1’, Y’), 
Y = r” u {b} if p ends with b( I”, T”). 
DEFINITION 2. Let h, be a homomorphism from a(T) into a binoid S, . A bilanguage 
L is ho-recog&uUe iff there exist two finite unions of equivalence classes modulo h, , C, 
and C’, such that L is the set of all trees t for which: 
--t is in C’, 
-each factor subtree of t is in C. 
Thus L is an h,-recognizable bilanguage iff L is the set of trees the images of which 
under h, belong to a given finite set and the images of the factor subtrees of which belong 
to another given finite set; more loosely, L is the set of trees which exhibit some given 
“characteristics” and of which the factor subtrees also exhibit some (other) given charac- 
teristics, captured by h, . 
A finite union of equivalence classes modulo h, is a set h;‘(U) where U is a finite subset 
of S, . To say that a bilanguage L is h,-recognizable is therefore equivalent to saying that 
there exist two finite subsets, s’ and S, , of S, , such that L is the set of trees t for which 
--h,(t) E s’, 
-if t’ is a factor subtree oft, then h,(t’) E S,; 
otherwise stated, if we denote byF, the set of factor subtrees oft, then 
L = {t 1 h,,(t) E S’ and h,(F,) C SW}. 
In order to characterize the inferred bilanguage, we prove, by recursion in J?(T), two 
lemmas relating h, to the homomorphism h from A(T) into S defined above. 
LEMMA 1. For t in i?(T), if/z(t) # 0 then h(t) = h,(t) and h,(F,) c S, . 
Proof. (1) For a E T, h(u) = h,(u) (def. of h) and ho(Fa) = h(4) = # (def. of Fa). 
(2) For t, u E H(T), assume h(t + U) # 0; then 
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(i) 0 # h(t + u) = h(t) + h(u) in S, thus h(t) # 0 and h(u) # 0, by definition 
of + in S, thus 
h(t) + 44 = 4#) + w4 
= h,(t) @ k,(u) 
= h,(t + 24) 
(rec. hyp.) 
(def. of + in S) 
and 
but h,(F,) C S, and h,,(F,,) C S, (rec. hyp.) thus h,(F,+,) C S, . 
(3) For t E 8(T), A E N assume h(A x t) # 0 then 
(i) 0 # h(A x t) = A x h(t), thus h(t) E S, , by definition of x in S, thus 
A x k(t) = A x h,(t) (rec. hyp.) 
= A @ h,(t) (def. of x in S) 
= h,(A x t) 
and 
but h,,(F,) C S, and h,(t) = h(t) (rec. hyp.) thus h@,,,) C S, . B 
LEMMA 2. For t in fl( T), if&(t) E S ad h,,(F,) C S, then h(t) = h,(t). 
P~ooj. (I) For a E T, h(a) = h,(a). 
(2) For t, u E &‘(T) assume h,(t + U) E S and h,(F,+,) C S,; now h,(t + U) = 
k,(t) @ h,(u), thus ho(t) E S and $(u) E S (def. of S), also h&F,+,) = h,(F, U F,) = 
h,(F,) u h&F,), thus, from hypothesis, h,(F,) C S, and h,(F,) C S, therefore k(t) = k,(t) 
and h(u) = h,(u) (rec. hyp.) and 
h(t + u) = h(t) + h(u) = h(t) + k-&4 = f%(t) 0 M4 
= h,(t + u). 
(3) For t E iv(T), A E N assume h,(A x t) E S and h,(F,,,) C S, now h,(F,& = 
h,(F, u {t)) = &,(Ft) u 4,(t) C & th us h,(F,) C S, and h,(t) E S, C S therefore k(t) = 
k,,(t) (rec. hyp.) now 
k,(A x t) = A x h,(t) 
= A x h,(t) (def. of x in S) 
= A x h(t) 
= h(A x t). 1 
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Now it is easy to characterize the bilanguages identifiable in the limit by the previous 
inference algorithm. 
THEOREM 2. If a bilanguage L’ is inferred by the inference algorithm determined by S,, 
and h, , for an input sequence L, L’ is the least h,-recognizable bilanguage which includes L. 
Proof. (i) L’ is h,-recognizable: By hypothesis, L’ = h-l(S’). Thus if t EL’, h(t) E S 
and thus h(t) # 0; from Lemma 1, h(t) = h,(t) and h,(F,) C S, , therefore, h,(t) E S’ 
and h,(F,) C S,; conversely, h,(t) E s’ C S and h,(F,) C S, 2 h(t) = h,(t) (Lemma 2), 
therefore h(t) E S’ and t EL’, thus 
t EL’ 2 h,(t) E S’ and h,(Ft) C Sm . (1) 
(ii) L’ includes L: 
t EL * h,(t) E S’ and h,(FJ C S, (convergence for L) 
-‘tELl 
(iii) L’ is the least ho-recognizable bilanguage which includes L: 
Let L” be any ha-recognizable bilanguage which includes L. Then there exist 
two finite subsets, S” and SL , of S, , such that 
t EL” o h,,(t) E S” and h,(F,) C S; . (2) 
By convergence of the inference algorithm for input sequence L, S’ = h,,(L) and S, = 
h,(F,), where F, denotes the set of factor subtrees of the trees of L. As L CL”, by hypo- 
thesis, h,,(L) C S” and h,(F,) C SL . Thus, from (1) and (2) above, L’ CL”. 1 
THEOREM 3. The bilanguages identifiable in the limit by this inference algorithm are 
exactly the h,-recognizable bilanguages. 
By Theorem 2, any bilanguage identifiable in the limit by the inference algorithm is 
h,-recognizable. Conversely, any ho-recognizable bilanguage L’ is identifiable in the limit 
by the algorithm by giving as input any sequence of the elements of L’ itself. 
Remark. If L’ = {t 1 h,,(t) E S’ and h,(F,) C S,}, it indeed suffices to take as input a 
sequence of all the trees of any bilanguage L such that h,,(L) = S’ and h,(F,) = S, . 
THEOREM 4. Every regular bilanguage is identifiable in the limit by an inference 
algorithm of the previous class. 
It is sufficient to take as S,, and h, a finite binoid and a homomorphism, respectively, 
such that the considered bilanguage is h,‘(S’) with S’ a subset of S, . 
Thus the class of algorithms (depending on h,) as formulated suffices to identify every 
regular bilanguage. If one is interested in the languages which are the sets of leaf words of 
the corresponding trees, every context-free language can be obtained. That this is so 
follows immediately from a consequence of Theorem 1: the sets of leaf-words of the 
regular bilanguages are exactly the context-free languages [I 51. 
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5. FROM A RECOGNIZER TO A GRAMMAR 
The problem is stated in the following way: given a finite N-binoid S, a homomorphism 
h from R(T) into S, a subset S’ of S, find a grammar G = (Nr , Tt , PI , XI) and a 
transcription T from fir(T,) into H(T) such that h-l(S’) = 7(9(G)). 
5.1. A Basic Solution 
The idea is to relabel each node of a tree with the state s E S associated with the subtree 
rooted in this node; moreover we must retain the label which was in the node. From this, 
we have the solution (proved in the sequel as Theorem 5): 
N,, = S x N (Cartesian product); 
T,, = {(h(a), a) 1 a E T} (T,, is a subset of S x T); 
set PO of productions: 
6, 4 - (~1 7 A,) ... 61, , A,) for each A EN, A, ,..., A, EN u T; 
s, st,..., s, E S such that s = A x (sl + ... + se) 
in the binoid S; 
Xo = ((~1 , A,) ... (sz, , 4) I sl + ... + sp E S’}; 
and v-,, is the transcription which maps (s, A) E N,, u T,, into A E N u T. 
Let GO = (NO , TO, P,, , X0) be the (generalized) context-free grammar defined above. 
Before we demonstrate that (GO , ,, ’ T ) 1s a solution, we first prove two more lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. For all t E Z(G,,), h 0 T,,(t) = p, 0 p(t) where p is the root-word function 
(Section 2) and p, is the “ 1 st projection’ ‘function defined by 
P&, A) = s, p,((s, , A,) . . . (sp > A,)) = sl + **. + sr, in S. 
Proof. By recursion in 2’(G,,) 
(1) for t = (h(a), a) and a E T 
h 0 T,,(t) = h(~,(h(a), a)> = h(a) = P, 0 p(t); 
(2) for t, u E Z(G,) 
h 0 dt + 4 = h(+) + 7,,(u)) 
= h(4)) + hhO4) 
= Pdf(tN + Pdf(4) 
= PlW P (4) 
= Pl o fJ(t + 4; 
(rec. GYP.) 
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(3) for t E Y(G,,) with p(t) = (s, , A,) ... (sI, , A,) and (s, A) - (sr , A,) ... 
(sp I A,) E pll 7 
h o Q((S, A) x t) = h(T&, A) x To(t)) 
= h(A x To(t)) 
= A x h(7,(t)) 
(def. of transcription) 
= A x (Sl x ... + SD) (rec. hyp.) 
=S (def. of P,,) 
= Plh 4 = Pl o P(h 4 x Q I 
COROLLARY 1. If t E Y(G,,) then, for all A E hi, 
(A x P, 0 At), 4 - dt) E Po 
or, equivalently, 
(A x h 0 TO(t), A) + p(t) E PO. 
This follows immediately from the definition of P,, and Lemma 3 above. 
LEMMA 4. 7. maps Z’(G,) onto Iv(T), i.e., Vt E fi( T) there exists to E Z(G,,) such that 
t = T&J. 
Proof. By recursion in a(T): 
(1) Fort =a~2’, 
T,,(h(a), a) = a. 
(2) Assume that for t, u E fl( T) there exist t s , uO E P(G,,) such that To(&) = t and 
To(uo) = u then to + u,, E Z(G,) by definition of 9(G,,) and 
TO(t,, + Ue) = TO(tO) + To(f$) by definition Of tranSCriptiOn 
= t + u by recursive hypothesis. 
(3) Assume that for t E a(T) there exists to E 9(Gs) such that To(&) = t, for each 
A E N, let tA = A x t and let toA = (h(A x t), A) x to . First we show that t,,” E ,Ep(G,,): 
h(A x t) = A x h(t) 
= A x h 0 To@,,) 
but to E S?(G,,) and (A x h 0 To(&), A) -+ p(to) E P,, by Corollary 1, thus tsA eL(Gs). Then 
Now we can prove: 
Tc&) = TotthtA Xts A) X to) 
= %tthtA X t)t A)) X Totto) 
= A x T&J 
=Axt. 1 
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THEOREM 5. The set P,, of productions and the set X,, of axioms define a grammar4 
Go = (N, > T,, , Po , X,) such that h-‘(S’) = T,,(Y(G,)) where TV is the transcription 
mapping (s, A) E N,, u T,, into A E N v T. Moreover, TV is one-to-one between .Ep(GJ and 
fi( T). 
Proof. 
t E h-‘(S’) o h(t) E S 
o 3, E .JZ’(G,J (t = T,,(t,) and h(T,(t,)) E S’) by Lemma 4 
o 3, E 6p(GJ (t = To(&) and pl(p(t,,)) E s’) by Lemma 3 
o 3, E Y(G,) (t = To(&)) by definition of X0 and p, 
0 t E ~cdY(Go)). 
Moreover, we show that in Y(G,), and thus in Y(G,) C pJtp(Gs), the transcription T,, 
is injective. The proof makes use of the well-known theorem that a mapping is injective 
iff it is left invertible: 
Define recursively a mapping TV’: fi( T) --+ 5?(G,) as 
q,‘(a) = W), a) for a E T, 
To’@ + U> = To’(t) + To’(u) for t, u E A(T), 
T~'(A x t) = (h(A x t), A) x q,‘(t) for A EN, t E a(T). 
Then, by recursion in Z(G,), we show that 7; 0 T,,(t) = t: 
(1) To’ 0 T,,(h(a), a) = To’(a) = (h(a), a) for a E T, 
(2) for t, u E 5p(GJ, 
70’ o T&t + U) = T0’(T&) + Q(u)) 
= To’(%(t)) + ~o+o(~)) 
=t+u; 
(3) for (s, A) x t E Y(G,J, 
To’ 0 T&(S, A) X t) = q,‘(A X T,,(t)) 
= thcA x To(t))* A) x %+o(t)) 
= (h(A x To(t)), A) x t 
= (s, A) x t 
(def. of 7;) 
(rec. hyp.) 
because h(A X TO(t)) = h(TO((s, A) X t)) = s by Lemma 3. 1 
a Generalized context-free grammar (see footnote 2). 
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5.2. Variants of the Basic Solution 
It is easy to give slight variants of the basic solution G, which are isomorphic to it: 
-keep T as terminal alphabet, with the productions 
(s, A) -+ Kl ... K, where s = A x (sr + ..* + sJ with Ki = (si , AJ 
if Ki E N,, , si = h(KJ if Ki E T 
and the axioms: KI ... K, such that si + *.. + sD E s’ with the same notation as in 
Section 5.1, and 
T(S, A) = A for A EN, r(a) = a for a E T. 
-For the special case of structural inference, N has only one element a and it is not 
useful to retain it in pairs (s, a): the nodes will be labeled by states s E S; a solution is 
the grammar (S, T, P, X) with the productions 
s -+ sl’ ... SBf where s = u x (sl + **a + sD) with si = si’ if si’ E S 
and si = h(si’) if si’ E T 
and the axioms sl’ ‘.. sp’ such that, with the same notation, s, + ... + s, E S’; here 
T(S) = u for s E S and T(a) = a for a E T. For the example of Section 4, we have Crespi- 
Reghizzi’s algorithm. 
In Section 2 we gave as an example of a regular bilanguage in H(T) the set of trees the 
“size” of which is odd, and we gave there a recognizer for that bilanguage, denoted here 
L,: a finite N-binoid S = (0, I> with + as addition modulo 2 and with x defined as 
AxO=l and Axl=O for each A EN; s’ = (1); 
and an N-binoid homomorphism h defined by h(a) = 1 for a E T. 
We now give an example using the formulation of the preceding variant for the special 
case of structural inference where N = {a} to pass from this known recognizer for L, to a 
(generalized) grammar G = (S, T, P, X) which generates L,: Let S, be the free semi- 
group on the alphabet S u T. Let k be the mapping which associates with each word 01 
in S’s its corresponding state s, in S = (0, l} as follows: 
k(a) = 1 for a E T, k(0) = 0, k(l) = 1, and for 
s1 ,..., s9 E S u T, k(s, ..a s,) = k(s,) + ..e + k(s,) 
with + as addition modulo 2. 
Then the set P of productions is: 
P={O--+aIol~S,,anndk(a) = 1)~{1-+/3//3~S,,andk(/3) =0} 
and the axiom set X is: 
X = k-l(l). 
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Finally, T(O) = ~(1) = u and T(U) = a for a E T. Then L, = h-l(l) = 7(9’(G)). In 
particular, for T = {a, b}, P will contain the productions: 
0 + a I 6 / 1 ] a0 160 1 Ou / 06 I 01 I 10 I 100 1 . . . 
1 + ub j bu 1 au / bb / al I la I bl / lb loo I 11 I 110 I . . . 
and X will contain the words: 
a, 6, I, ao, 60, Ou, Ob,Ol, 10, 100 )... . 
Then Y(G) will contain the trees: 
and L, will contain the trees: 
a 
l I  
5.3. Homogeneity of a Grammar for a Homomorphism 
Part of Theorem 1 is that a bilanguage Y(G) is regular. Let us give a sketch of the 
proof. The language X of axioms and the languages of production right sides of the 
different nonterminals can be recognized by the same finite automaton (set of states Q, 
~$(a) is the final state given by input word 01). It is easy to define a finite biniod S = Q u (0) 
and a homomorphism k such that for a tree t E 8(T), 
k(t) = if t E Z(G) then $(p(t)) else 0 
(see Section 2 for definition of Z(G) and p(t)). Thus 9(G) = k-*(&J if Qz is the set of 
final states of the automaton for the axiom language X. 
Moreover, it is possible to choose axioms to select in Y(G) the trees giving, under the 
homomorphism k, an image in an arbitrary subset S’ of S: roughly speaking, changing 
the set S’ of acceptability states amounts only to changing the set of axioms. 
DEFINITION 3. A grammar G = (N, T, P, X) is homogeneous with respect to a 
homomorphism k from &‘(T) into an iV-binoid S, iff for each subset S’ of S, there exists 
a language Y on N u T such that the intersection of 9’(G) and k-I(s’) is the bilanguage 
strictly generated by the grammar (N, T, P, Y). 
PROPOSITION. G is homogeneous with respect to k 23 t, t’ E 5?(G) and p(t) = p(t’) S- 
k(t) = k(t’) (i.e., the equivalence module p in A?(G) isfiner than the equivulence module k). 
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Proof. (1) Suppose G = (N, T, P, X) is homogeneous with respect to K. Assume 
that t, t’ E P(G) and p(t) = p(t’). Take S’ = {k(t)}, for which, by homogeneity, there 
exists Y such that 
Z(G) n k-‘(S’) = Y(N, T, P, Y). 
Then 
t E Y(G) n k-l(S’) 
* k-J(t) E y a p(t’) E Y => t’ E Y(N, T, P, Y) 
G- k(t’) E S’ > k(t’) = k(t). 
(2) Conversely, for arbitrary S’ C S, take Y = {p(t) / t E 9(G) and k(t) E S’}. Then 
. t E Z(G) n k-l(#) - ~EY(N, T, P, Y) 
. t E Y(N, T, P, Y) * t E 9’(G) and 3t’ E Z(G)(p(t) = p(t’) and k(t’) E S’) 
3 t E 9(G) and k(t) E S’ 
3 t E Y(G) n k-‘(S’). 
Thus 9(G) n k-‘(S’) = 9’(N, T, P, Y), and so G is homogeneous with respect to k. m 
5.4. The Homogeneous Solutions 
The basic solution studied in 5.1 is homogeneous with respect to the composed homo- 
morphism h 0 rO , because of Lemma 3 used for proving Theorem 5 (S is made to be an 
NO-binoid and h 0 ~a is an NO-binoid homomorphism by defining for A, E N,, and s E S, 
A, x s = TO(Ao) x s). 
Let us now define a homomorphism of grammars (N, T, P, X) into (N’, T’, P’, X’) as 
a mapping from N into N’ and T into T’ transforming each production of P into a 
production of P’ and each axiom of X into an axiom of x’, thus defining a transcription 
from fi( T) into fl’( T’) transforming each tree of Y(G) into a tree of Y(G), and such that 
9(G) is mapped onto Y(G’). 
Without ambiguity in the sequel, we will use the same notation g to denote a mapping 
from N u T into NO u TO , as well as its natural extensions: 
g: (N u T)+ + (NO u TO)’ (deduced semigroup homomorphism); 
g: Y(G) - Y(G) (deduced grammar homomorphism); 
g: fi(T) - %(TcJ (deduced transcription). 
Then it can be proved that 
THEOREM 6. The pairs of a grammar G and a transcription 7, such that h-l(S’) = 
7(9’(G)) and G is homogeneous with respect to h 0 7, are exactly the pairs consisting of a 
grammar G of which GO (Theorem 5) is a homomorphic image under agrammm homomorphism 
g, and of the transcription r = TV 0 g. 
(1) Assume a grammar G with axiom set X and a transcription 7 such that h-r(S) = 
7(9’(G)) and G is homogeneous with respect to h 0 7. From the preceding proposition, 
we then have t, t’ E Z’(G) and p(t) = p(t’) * h 0 T(t) = h 0 T(t’). Define the mapping g 
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which associates with each terminal or nonterminal A of G the pair (h(r(t)), T(A)) common 
to all the t E 9(G) such that p(t) = A. Then 
To o g(A) = ~OWW~ +u 
= T(A). 
Thus To 0 g = 7. g transforms each production B + B, ... B, of G into (s, T(B)) + 
@I v +%)) *‘. (%I T(B,)) with s = T(B) x (sr + ... + s,): this is a production of Go . 
Similarly, g transforms an axiom B, ..* B, of G into an axiom of Go: (si, T(B,)) ... (sB, T(B,)) 
with si + ... + sz, E S’. Moreover, g is a grammar homomorphism from G into Go , 
because if one supposes the contrary: 
gtW3) f .!3Go) 
=+ TotAW3) f ~o(YtGo)) as To is injective in Z(G,) by Theorem 5 
=> 4W3) # ~otY(Go)) 
3 h-‘(s) # T,(Y(G,)) = h-‘(s’) 
and we have a contradiction. 
by Theorem 5 
(2) Conversely, suppose g is a grammar homomorphism mapping Y(G) onto Y(G,) 
and 7 = 7. 0 g. Then g(Y(G)) = 9’(G,) by definition of grammar homomorphism and 
7(9’(G)) = 7. og(Y(G)) = T~(~P(G~)) = h-‘(S’) by Theorem 5. Further, G is homo- 
geneous with respect to h 0 7 because for t, 2’ E .9’(G), if p(t) = p(t’) then 
hoToo&) =pl”P”&) in 6p(Go) by Lemma 3 
=PlogoPtt) =Pl~g~Ptt’) 
=PloPO&‘) 
= h 0 To 0 g(t’) by Lemma 3; 
that is, h 0 T(t) = h 0 T(t)). 1 
Go is the simplest of the homogeneous grammar solutions, in the sense that, after 
reduction removing useless nonterminals and productions, it contains a minimal number of 
nonterminals and productions. It is deduced from every other homogeneous solution by 
“merging” of nonterminals. 
6. SOME EXAMPLES OF INFERBD GRAMMARS 
In the case of grammatical inference we are concerned with the inference of a solution 
grammar. Use of a combination of the results presented in Sections 4 and 5.2 of this paper 
permits the inference of such grammars. 
In the particular case of structural inference: 
-we choose a binoid So and a homomorphism ho; 
-we label each node of a tree of the given sequence with the image under ho of the 
subtree rooted in that node, thus naming the nonterminals as well as defining the produc- 
tions and the axioms of the inferred grammar, up to convergence. 
We will illustrate this inference process next for two algorithms: (1) the Crespi-Reghizzi 
(C-R) algorithm, given as the example in Section 4, for inferring operator grammars, and 
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(2) a generalized algorithm which uses “(j, k)-profiles” to name the nonterminals in the 
(not necessarily operator) grammars inferred. This second algorithm is defined as follows. 
Algorithm with (j, k)-ProJiles. Crespi-Reghizzi’s algorithm (Section 4) is modified 
somewhat, and this modification is then generalized by using (j, k)-profiles, as defined 
here, for j, k positive integers. As was the case for the C-R algorithm, N = {u}, but now 
for a singly rooted tree u x t, h, gives the ordered pair (I, r) such that 1 is the left factor 
of length j and Y is the right factor of length k of the leaf word p(t). (If p(t) is of insufficient 
length, that is of length less thanj or k, then we take q(t) itself for 1 or Y.) 
More precisely, h,(a) = a for a E T 
ho0 + 4 = h,(t) h&4 
h,(o x t) = u @) h,(t) 
(concatenation), 
is an ordered pair (I, r) of terminal strings of length j and k, respectively, the ( j, k)-profile, 
depending only on h,(t): 
One can define 
Then 
&(a) = if 1 a 1 > j then j-length left factor of cy else a 
off = if 1 01 1 > k then k-length right factor of a else a. 
if h,,(t) = Kl ... K, with Ki = (Zi , ri) or Ki = a E T, 
u @h,(t) = (Zf,(Kl’ ... KD’), rf,(K; ... K;)) 
whereKi’=K:=uforKi=acT 
Kc’ = li , K: = ri for Ki = (Zi , ri). 
In particular, for the case where j =- k = 1, 5’s is the free semigroup on the alphabet 
Tu(Tx T)ando@p=(Z,r)where 
l=a if p begins with a E T, 
1 = l1 if p begins with (1i , pi), 
r=b if p ends with b E T, 
Y = rp if p ends with (I, , rD). 
This case, although similar to the C-R algorithm given in Section 4, has the advantage 
of introducing recursivity sooner into the inferred grammar for certain input sequences, 
and thus is a faster algorithm for identifying certain regular bilanguages, as we will see 
in Example 1 below. 
For this generalized algorithm, as j or k is increased in value, the effect is to inhibit 
the recursivity introduced into the grammar inferred from input samples. Thus the 
parameters j and k can be viewed as controls against’overgeneralization of the inferred 
bilanguage. 
In practical cases, the given sequence of trees is finite, so convergence is necessarily 
obtained. We now illustrate in Example 1 below the application of both the C-R algorithm 
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and the algorithm just defined to the problem of grammatical inference for small samples. 
Here N = {u} and h,,(a) = a for a E T. As a matter of notation, we let f&) = c @ p as 
defined for the C-R algorithm in the example of Section 4, andfile = u @ ,u as defined 
just above for the algorithm using ( j, k)-profiles. (Basically the functions JO and file are 
“nonterminal naming functions,” as productions in the inferred grammar are of the form 
f&J - CL andfjk(p) - P, respectlveb.) 
EXAMPLE 1. 
Sample trees 
(1) Via C-R algorithm 
using the f. function 
t, : 
CJ- m b 
a 
12 : 
b 
Commed : 
ts : 
CT 
b 
(b>, {a>) - a 
rewritten as (=) 
A-u 
(Ia, % W 
- ({a>, MY 
=. B + Ab 
Axiom : B 
New production: 
(i4 iat 4) 
- a@, 4, ‘24) 
=C+uB 
New axiom : C 
No recursivity yet 
New production: 
w, Ia, 4) 
- 44, {a, 4) 
GEC+uC 
No new axiom 
Recursivity 
- 
- 
Grammar inferred 
(2) Via ( j, k)-profiles ._ 
using the 
fil function 
(a, 4 - a 
=- A’ 4 a 
(a, 6) - (a, a)b 
ZG B’ + A’6 
Ax : B’ 
New prod. : 
(a, b) - ~(a, b) 
zz B’ --e al?’ 
No new axiom 
Recursivity 
No new prod. 
or axioms 
_ 
using the 
fg2 function 
(a, a) + a 
z -- A” + a 
(ah 4 
- (a, 46 
z B” + A”6 
Ax : B” 
New prod. : 
(aa, 4 
+ u(ub, ab) 
z-e C” - aB” 
New axiom : C 
No recursivity yet 
New prod. : 
(aa, 4 
- u(uu, ub) 
5 C” + UC” 
No new axiom 
Recursivity 
Comment. All three f-function have now introduced recursivity into the inferred 
grammar. If we assume that additional trees drawn from the source bilanguage give no 
further productions or axioms, then the final grammars in each case will be: 
G:A-+a G’:A’+u G”:A”+a 
B+Ab B’ - A’b / aB’ B” -+ A”B 
C-+aB)uC x’ = {B’} C” + aB” / UC” 
X = {B, C} AT” = {B”, C”) 
Example 1 above illustrates the evolving nature of the inferred grammar. We previously 
stated that the ( j, k)-profile algorithm using (1, I)-profiles is a faster algorithm for 
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identifying certain bilanguages than the C-R algorithm. This advantage is demonstrated 
in Example 1 above. We see there that the algorithm using thef,, function converges to 
give G’ for the sample {t r , tz} whereas both the others do not yet converge; that is, the 
fir function is the fastest of those considered. We note also that this quick recursivity of 
the fir function is inhibited here by using (2,2)-profiles, which gives a grammar G 
isomorphic to the C-R result G. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that g(Y(G)) =- Y(G) for the mapping g defined by: 
g(A) = A’, g(B) = g(C) = B’, g(u) = a, and g(b) = b. That is, g defines a grammar 
homomorphism from G into G’. 
EXAMPLE 2. Here we give an example for the more general case of inference where N 
is a finite set other than {u}: for example, N = {J, K). We might now define 
J @ ~1 = if no two nonterminals are adjacent in ,u 
~~~ Add 
&t? M-4 
and K @ p = fir(p). In this way, we can combine the two basic algorithms of Example 1 
above to give a “hybrid” algorithm which permits the inference of more general grammars 
that are not necessarily operator grammars. 
Let us illustrate the use of this “hybrid” algorithm by inferring a grammar from a 
small sample {tr , tz} C H(T): 
Samnle trees Nonterminal namine (comnutation in 5’) Grammar inferred 
i[ : J 0 a = j&4 (4 J) - a 
K = (14, {a>) 
9 
= A 
0 K 
J b 
K @ Ab : f,,(Ab) (B, K) - (A, JY 
= (a, b) 
0 B 
K @ aB ‘= f&B) (B, K) - a(& K) 
= (a, b) 
+- B Recursivity 
Axiom : (B, K) 
t, : K @ a = (a, u) sz A5 (A,JQ+a 
J 0 bA = (PI, {a, ‘2) (C, J) - W K) 
J Ez 
J K 
P 
J 0 Ca = (::a, 4, Cal) (D, J) - (C Jk 
J 0 b 
ED 
b K 
K @ b = (b, b) = E (6 K) - b 
J @ DE =f,,(DE) L= (b, b) (8 J) - P, IX4 K) 0 
SE Nonoperator grammar 
Axiom : (E, J) 
6 For this hybrid algorithm we identify ({a}, (a)) and (a, u) for n E ‘I’. 
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Thus the grammar inferred from {ti , tz} is: 
G” : (A, J) -+ a 
(B, K) - (4 J)b I @A K) 
(A, K) - a 
(C, J) - 4% K) 
(Q J) + (C, Jb 
(JT K) - 6 
(C -0 - (a IW fQ 
x” : w, q, (-6 J)> T = {a, 6}. 
Then T(~(G”‘)) is the bilanguage inferred and is an infinite bilanguage in R(T), 
where 7 is the transcription defined by mapping (X, Y) E {A, B, C, D, E} x {J, K) to Y 
and c E {a, 6) to c. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have presented a class of inference algorithms allowing us to identify every regular 
bilanguage, and particularly the structural description bilanguages. The choice of the 
set S,, and of its two composition laws leads to a homomorphism h, which takes into 
account the characteristics retained for the inference process. 
The inference algorithms yield not only recognizers but also grammars. In the case of 
structural inference, they proceed in labeling each node of the given structural descrip- 
tions by the state obtained by applying the homomorphism h, to the subtree rooted by 
this node; this labeling leads to productions, and the algorithm converges when the set of 
productions remains fixed. 
The binoid So and the homomorphism h, do not depend on the studied sample. In 
other words the labeling is context independent. However, to identify a given regular 
bilanguage, S,, and h, must be suitably chosen. It would thus be interesting to consider 
now S, and h, as depending on the input sample and adapted during the inference process. 
For example, ha can be a composition of given homomorphism h, 0 ... 0 h, 0 hi, p being 
possibly increased during the process: this approach avoids having to restart the entire 
computation whenp is increased, the previously obtained results need only be transformed 
by h, . This gives the possibility of merging certain distinct states into one, if similar 
state transitions (patterns) occur often enough, and consequently to introduce recursivity 
into the grammar after a certain number of repetitions of similar productions. 
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